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SOLUTION 
BETTER 
THAN 
A BANK



Nowadays we are living in the time of a digital revolution, 

where all transactions, fi nancial movements, investments 

and other things, are made through digital institutions 

authorized to perform such operations, whose main 

feature is automation and speed.

This has caused the growth of the global economy demand for financial 
institutions dedicated to perform all operations so that money can maintain its 
proper circulation around all corners of the world.

THE MOST COMMON THING TODAY HAS BEEN 
THE CREATION OF DIGITAL BANKS, REPLACING 
IN A SENSE THE TRADITIONAL BANKS AND 
EXCHANGE INSTITUTIONS, TAKING THIS 
SECTOR TO A NEW LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT.
So, here is the platform that we would like to introduce to our readers.



The platform has an infrastructure that is large enough 

for its clients to make and receive payments in more than 

130 countries and in over 50 foreign currencies without 

high fees or hidden costs for international transactions.

MUNDO’s Offer

Who is the Platform for?

The financial platform is created for legal entities: 
small businesses and larger corporations to 
develop on a more global level than they would 
with a traditional banking service. It is a perfect 
solution for:

 importers or exporters

 online store holders

 companies trading with customers overseas, and 
many other businesses with global ambitions.

Through this platform 
you will be able to:

 open bank accounts, domestic and 
international, in minutes

 start accepting payments online in 
seconds

 store and manage funds across the globe

 build the best FX rate into your customer 
pricing and transactions

 program your domestic and international 
payouts

 safely issue and manage cards

 create your own payments and financial 
products



Why MUNDO’s Partner?

almost ten years in the market

over 1,000 people across 19 international offices 
in 11 territories

holds an Electronic Money Institution (EMI) 
license and is duly licensed and registered in the 
following jurisdictions: Australia, Canada, Hong 
Kong, Malaysia, New Zealand, Singapore, The 
Netherlands, United Kingdom, United States

The Platform’s Advantages

130+ countries covered with 50+ currencies 
available

fast: Convert and withdraw funds into your home 
currency in seconds

reliable and secure: money is held securely in a 
ring-fenced account, data is stored and protected 
behind multiple layers of authentication

no need to visit any bank branch

Collect funds with global accounts, 
connect your global merchants

All collected funds are 
held in your wallet

US, UK, EU and AU accounts can only receive local funds. DBS Global Accounts (Hong Kong 

based) is used to receive funds from a non-local entity (e.g. USD from a Canada-based entity)

DBS global account

SGD

CNY JPY

CAD

CHFNZD

AUD

LOCATION & CURRENCY OF AIRWALLEX ACCOUNTS

USD

EUR

GBP

USD

Requires local accounts
to collect in local currency

AUD

HKD

integrated with global online marketplaces like 
eBay, Shopify and Paypal

dedicated cards issue

zero monthly fees, no minimum transactions. 
Our global accounts are fee-free to open and 
maintain

with no monthly payments and minimum FX 
costs for transactions

raised over US$ 700m to date, and proud to have 
the trust and backing of world-leading investors

recognized in Forbes' Cloud 100 in 2020, 
and placed in the Top 50 of KPMG’s Global 
Fintech100 two years in a row

day-by-day growing clientele

using newest and safest technologies



The documents needed for this are as follows:

 Certificate of Incorporation

 Memorandum and Articles of Association or equivalent company constitution 
documents

 Copies of personal ID (driver's license or passport) and personal address 
for all directors.

 Copies of personal IDs for each Ultimate Beneficial Owners who own or 
control, directly or indirectly, 25 % or more shares in the business.

How to Onboard?

The steps to do this are:

 enter your first name, last name and 
business email

 choose the password

 provide the name of the business and the 
place where it is registered

 enter the phone number of your choice

 accept the terms and conditions

Setting up an account with our partner is quite simple, 

since with all the automation of the platform the process 

is agile and fast.

Once this process is done, the next step is to verify 
the account in order to access all the functions 
provided by the platform:

 verify your email address

 provide key data on the business (the structure, 
the field in which it operates and the place where 
it is registered, as well as a link to the home page 
or to the social networks of the business. This 
will take less than 5 minutes).

 specify in which countries the business is 
registered and from / to which countries you will 
receive / send funds.

Finally, the last documents will be 

needed to complete the account 

verification process.

Once all this is done you will be able to start using the 

platform to the full extent, enjoying all its advantages 

within the financial world.



About Mundo

Mundo is a unique publication where international 
experts, with complementary non-competing 
products and services, share ideas and points of 
view in perfect confidentiality while being part of 
a community that is fully committed to the goal 
of human freedom.

These experts have traveled and worked all 
around the world, which gave them extensive 
experience in different areas such as citizenship 
and residency, banking, trust, investments, 
corporate, tax optimization, and others.

This allows Mundo to offer its readers high-quality 
services in all these areas, thus helping individuals 
and corporations achieve their financial goals, 
diversify their assets, and protect their legacy for 
generations to come.

If you are about to start a business or want to develop the existent one to a larger scale, you have to sign 
up for a digital institution like this, as the financial part of a business might be the most important one, 

especially when it comes to banking and exchanging currencies from all over the world.

In Mundo we are always looking forward to giving assistance and proper 

information in this regard, so do not hesitate to contact us.

MUNDO LAW

Ocean Business Plaza Building,
23rd Floor, office 2301,
Panama District, Panama

info@mundo.expert
www.mundo.expert


